A generalized module theoretic framework for the study of linear time invariant systems is dev~loped. Crucial in the present discussion are two new (\otions: the generalized · .. order" · and the .. adapted bases". These notion,s fonn generalizations of the classical concepts of order (or degree) and of proper bases, employed in the theory of linear systems. TI1e · resulting framework is then applied to obtain explicit conditions for system factorization, ru1d to study output feedback systems in which the feedback compensator is stable.
INTRODUCTION
In the present paper we develop a unified module theoretic framework for the investigation of linear time invariant . systems. "The main purpose is to show that 'the .theories of realization (Kalman (10] ), of state feedback (Hautus and Heymann [ 6) ). of causality (Hammer and Heymann [5] ), of strict observa~ility (Hammer an_ d Heymann [4] ), and of stability (Hammer [2] ). underlying algebraic framewo~k. It will be co~venient to start with u brief review of the point of view adopted in the abovementioned works.
Let K be n field, and let E be a linear time invariant system, admitting inputs from the finite dh~ensioi1al K-linear space U und having its · outputs in the finite dimensional K-linear space Y. For the sake of intuitive convenie.nce, we assume that E is a discrete time system. Every input sequence to E can then be regarded as ·a formal Laurent series 1i=t=E:°-, 0 u,z-•~ where tis the time marker, t 0 =#0 -oo, and u, EU for all t. The s~t of all such fonnal Laurent series (where t 0 is allowed to range over all integers, µnd { u,) over all U) is denoted by AU. Thus. every input sequence to E is · an element in 'AU.
Similarly, every output sequence from . E is· an element in AY, so that E induces a map/: AU-. AY.
· ·
The employ~ent of the sets AU and AY is motivated by certain algebraic properties that they possess. In particular. it can be shown that the set AK (of fonnal Laurent series with coefficients in the base field K) is endowed with a field. structtµ"e under the operatio~1s of coefficientwise addition and sequence convolution as multiplication. l)nder similar operations. the set AU becomes a linear spac~ over the field AK. and moreover, · dim AK AU= dim KU. The importance of these observations stems from th~ fact that AK-linearity is closely reiated to tinie invariance [ 11, Chapter 10; 16) . Indeed, when the map /:AU-. AY induced by E is AK-linear. then /zu = z/u for all u EAU, and the · commutativity of / with the shift operator implies the time invariance.
Conversely. u~der a mild assumption on E [5) , it is also true that, when E is time invariant. · the· map /: AU .-. AY induced by E is AK-linear. · Thus, AK-linear spaces form a natural algebraic framework for the study of linear time invariant systems. Throughout our discussion we shall limit ourselves and consider only AK-linear maps /:AU-;-+ AY, where U and Y are f~nite dimensional K-linear spaces. and we shall denote p: ~ dimK Y. • , tJp belong to Y (where _ U is regarded as a subs~t of AU. am~ l' is reg~ded as a subset of AY ). In this case the mahix representation off is called a lransf er matrix and it coincides with the cl,\ss. ical notion of transfer matrices. In our discussion below, whenever considering matrix representations. we shall always assume that they are t~ansfer matrices. For the sake of conciseness, we shall make no distinction between a map and its transfer matrix.
A A. K-linear· ~ap c~n also be regarded as an element in a certain space of Laurea~t series~ as foµows. Let U and Y be finite dimensional K-linear spaces. and let j: AU-. AY be a AK-linear map. As is well ~nown, the set of all · K-linear maps U-. Y ·lonns a K-Unear · space. which we denot~ by L.
Similarly. the set of all AK-linear maps AU-+ AY fom,s a AK-linear space.
which we denote by e. The point' is.' that e can be identified with the AK-linear space of Laurent series AL. as follows [6}. With each element T = E~z-• EAL, ~e associate a AK-linear map Ir: J\U-+ Ar, which maps an element ti== E·~, . z-• e ·Au into .
Conversely, let /:AU-+ AY be a AK-linear map, and define the K-linear maps ( canonical injection) • . Then. we associate ~ithje e the element~= ET,z-• E ~L. \~here T, = p,fiu for all t. It can be ·readily seen that Tfi := T and that fri== f. The element Ti E AL ~s called the transfer function off (and it is to be .distinguished from the transfer matrix defined above).
We review now .a few facts regarding the structure of AK-linear spaces.
Let S Qe a K-linear space~ The set AS con~ains. as subsets, the set n ... S of all (polynomial) elements of the form E~-,c,9,z-', t 0 ~ 0, and the set Sl~ S of all (power series) elements of the form E~0s,z-•. In particular. it is well known .
that th~ sets n + K and n-K form principal ideal domains under the operatio~s · defined in AK. The sets ll ~ S and g-S are then n + K-arid n-K-modules. respectively. and· rank O .,: D + . S -rank 0 -" n-S = dim,: S. · clearly consistent with the definition of rational AK-linear maps given in Section 1.
We tum now to the concept of stability. If UJ) is a set of polynomials. ·we say that an n + K-rational map is GD-stable if its least denominator is in UJ). In order to ensure that the set of GD-stnble m.ips has convenient mathematical properties, a number of restrictions on the set GD are required [ 13] . DEFINITION 2.1. A set GD of (manic) polynomials over K is called a denominator set if it satisfies the following conditions:
(ii) The unit polynomial 1 belongs to GD, but the zero polynomiai ()oes not. (iii) £ii) contains at least one polynomial of degree_ one, i.e.; there exists a e K such that z -a e GD.
(iv) GD is saturated, i.e., if p E GD and q is a monic divisor of p, then q e GD.
Conditions (i) and (ii) say that 6D is a multiplicative set (see e.g., (171). so that one can define the set n~K as these~ of fractions· p/q where p E ~+ K · and q E GD. Conditions (iii) and (iv) are motivated by considerations that are clJ.scussed shortly. We need the following (see also [2] under the operntions of addition and multiplication defined in AK. All of these rings play fundamental roles jn the theory of linear time invariant systems. encompassing the aspects of realization, causality, and stability. As it turns out. from the algebraic point of view, the dominant propeaty of these notably different rings happens to be the property they have in common, namely, the principal ideal domain property. It is therefore convenient to disregard all their other properties, and to concentrate on the study of principal ideal domains contained in AK. This is, b;isically, the ma.in theme of our present discussion.
Let 12K ~-AK be a principal ideal domain (properly contained as a subring in AK), and let S be a finite dimensional K-linear space. The AK-linear space AS is then also an 12K-mo<lule. Motivated We proceed now with our cliscussion of the order. starting with the following property, which can be readily verified. 
Thus, f satisfies the condition of Theorem 3.10 for the basis u 1 , u 2 , yet it is not an n-K-map (that is, not caus~): since/(u 1 -u 2 )= u 1 and since ,-1 · ,-1
But the above inclusion, in general, need not hold with equality ( even when the s, are Qarlinearly independent). This order "deficiency" also occurs in the example, and therefore the basis selected there failed as a test set for causality. Indeed, we have there
• -1 -1 ord a,s,, concluding the p~oof.
• From the above theorem wo directly obtain the following characterizatiqn of OK-adapted bases. Proof. We need to . show that for . every set = ord L a,l( u, ).
•
i•l
We can now state a full characterization of order preserving maps. 
We arrive no~ at a finitary characterization of OK-maps, which is in complete analogy to Theorem 3.3. (3.13 ) that ord u ( = ordI:f'_ 1 a,u,) = n ~1orda,u,.
and it follows that .
,n ord u = n ord a,u, ,-1 ,n ::a n ord a,lu,
whence/ is order preserving.
•-1
,-1 -ord /(u),
•
We can now prove the converse direction of our previous observation that GK-unimodular maps are order _ preserving. Before proving Theorem 4.2, it will be convenient to recall the Smith canonical form theorem (see. e.g., [ 12) ). 
where Ml is m X l. Let . The concept of OK-adapted subspaces is of course a generalization to arbitrary P.I.D.'s of the concept of properly independent and stably independent spaces as defined in (5. 7,8) .
Theorem 4.9 leads to the following useful result. The map g is then clearly a causal dynamic output feedback co1npensator, and L is a coordinate transformation map in the input value space. The problem of representing a precompensntor f as a configuration of the fonn (6.2) is considered in (3) . In the present section we consider this problem under the additional requirement that the feedback ~ompensator g be stable.
From the applications point of view, it is, of course, preferable to deal with stable compensators, whenever this is possible. Clearly, the feedback c:ompensator can be chosen as a stable (and causal) system exactly when the map h of (6.1) can be factored over /through an Sl~K-map g. Using Theorem 5. 
